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Dear NATO Allied Air Command,
Since 10 January 2016, I have suffered continuous gunning with Directed Energy Weapons including
what appears to be satellite-based weapons across many NATO countries and Switzerland. Pulsed
Energy Projectiles are hitting me through the ceiling and even 15 layers of sheet metal and are ripping
through by body, especially my skull, non-stop around the clock. This happens indoors as well as
outdoors.
I have also been made aware that there are large scale genocide plans being executed by NATO and
NATO members' national military and Intelligence networks across the globe with focus on Europe and
North America. My family and I appear to have been unlawfully entered into these criminal Nazi-style
human extermination plans.
Herewith, I demand that NATO and all its members cease Directed Energy Weapons gunning of my
body and that my that of my family members, as well as all other types of attacks against us including
non-consensual body implant torture and neurotechnology attacks, remote neural monitoring, remote
brain and limb control, remote brain mutilation and bio-warfare, each of which can be delivered through
weapon technology under control of NATO.
Since 10 January 2016, I have been gunned by satellite weaponry and physically tortured by the above
stated means in the NATO member countries Germany, United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia, Croatia, as well as in the NATO-affiliate country
Switzerland. I demand that these attacks be stopped with immediate effect.
This demand to cease and desist attacks is part of the litigation
Dr. Katherine Horton v SIS (MI6), MI5, GCHQ [2016] EWHC 2095 (QB)
in the UK Royal Courts of Justice and will be filed along with other documents in the London High Court.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Katherine Horton

